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(1) How many times did Howard Hughes’ aircraft ‘The Spruce Goose’ fly: 
never, once or twice? 

 Once. 
 
(2) The name of what Biblical book comes from the tribe of Levi? 
 
 Leviticus. 
 
(3) Introduced in 2017, what percentage of your weekly earnings could 

you be fined if you drive at 50mph in a 30mph zone: 50%, 100% or 
150%? 

 150%. 
 
(4) What infamous European barrier had 302 watchtowers?    
 
 Berlin Wall.  
 
(5) Which of these words comes from the Greek meaning ‘a storehouse’: 

Wikipedia, thesaurus or library? 
 Thesaurus. 
 
(6) Which famous singer was backed by the ‘I Three Singers’? 
 
 Bob Marley. 
 
(7) In the 1952 Oscar-winning film ‘The Greatest Show on Earth’, James 

Stewart played a what: clown, lion tamer or strongman?   
 
 Clown. 
 
(8) In 2017, the governor of Indiana took over what political office? 
 
 Vice President. (Mike Pence) 
 
(9) Charlie Sheen had his first major movie role in which Vietnam War 

film: Apocalypse Now, Platoon or Full Metal Jacket? 
 
 Platoon. 
 
(10) What studio was the home to the ‘Carry On’ films? 
 
 Pinewood. 
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(11) Which of these Prime Ministers served a monarch with the same 
name: George Canning, Charles Grey or William Gladstone? 

 
 George Canning. 
 
(12) Hermana is the Spanish word for what family relation? 
 
 Sister. 
 
(13) The digastric muscles run under what bone: jaw, sternum or hip? 
 
 Jaw. 
 
(14) What Disney title character has a name that is Latin for ‘nobody’? 
 
 Nemo. 
 
(15) What was the first independent Caribbean state: Cuba, Trinidad & 

Tobago or Haiti? 
 Haiti. 
 
(16) Boris Johnson was Mayor of London for how many years?    
 
 Eight.  
 
(17) What parts of the body are affected by the medical condition 

ectrodactyly: hands and feet, mouth and nose or knees and elbows?  
  
 Hands and feet. 
 
(18) Which famous actor played the detective title character in the 70s 

film ‘McQ’? 
 John Wayne. 
 
(19) King Alfred the Great is said to have burnt the cakes whilst in hiding 

from the Vikings where: Somerset Levels, Yorkshire Dales or Norfolk 
Broads? 

 Somerset Levels. 
 
(20) Name the five mainland Australian states and their five capital 

cities? 
New South Wales, Sydney, Queensland, Brisbane, South Australia, 
Adelaide, Victoria, Melbourne, Western Australia & Perth. 
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(21) The word ‘gilt’ denotes a young female of what farm animal? 
 
 Pig. 
 
(22) Which colour does lead burn in a flame test? 
 
 Blue. 
 
(23) HMS Dreadnought was the UK’s first what? 
 
 Nuclear powered submarine. 
 
(24) In 1985, who became the editor of British Vogue?    
 
 Anna Wintour.  
 
(25) What type of work gets its name from the Latin meaning ‘written by 

hand’? 
 
 Manuscript. 
 
(26) The shipping forecast areas up the east of England coast are all 

named after what?   
  
 Rivers.  
 
(27) In the body, the cephalic index refers to what bone?   
 
 Skull. 
 
(28) What trophy was designed by sculpture Silva Gazzaniga? 
 
 The World Cup. 
 
(29) What six-letter word derived from old French for ‘the warbling of 

birds’ is used today to describe specialist or technical language that 
means little to the general public?    

 Jargon.  
 
(30) Who was the first boxer to be Sports Personality of the Year? 
 
 Henry Cooper. 
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(31) What race meeting was described by Edward VII as “a garden party 
with racing tacked on”: Cheltenham Festival, Royal Ascot or Glorious 
Goodwood? 

 Glorious Goodwood. 
 
(32) What word for an entertainment venue usually comprising of a 

performance area surrounded by tiered seating, begins and ends with 
the same letter and is derived from the Latin for ‘stand’? 

 Arena. 
 
(33) A fendersmith’s job was to clean and repair what: cars, guitars or 

fireplace? 
 Fireplace. 
 
(34) In 2007, who did Nick Clegg succeed as leader of the Liberal 

Democrats? 
 Ming Campbell. 
 
(35) In the ‘Grand Theft Auto’ video games series, ‘Vice City’ is based on 

what real American city: Las Vegas, Los Angeles or Miami? 
 Miami. 
 
(36) Which former West Ham player was knighted in 2004? 
 
 Trevor Brooking. 
 
(37) Which of these is presented to the winner of World Series of Poker: 

a bracelet, a crown or a choker?   
 A bracelet. 
 
(38) What was the title of the children’s comic originally published from 

1950 to 1969, and known for its strip featuring spaceman Dan Dare? 
 The Eagle. 
 
(39) Native to South America, what kind of animal is the endangered 

Darwin’s Zorro: horse, fish or fox? 
 Fox. (Zorro is Spanish for fox) 
 
(40) Name the ten most popular brands of mobile phone sold in the UK in 

the first quarter of 2024?  
Apple, Samsung, Google, Huawei, Motorola, Xiaomi, Alcatal, Honor, 
HTC & Nokia. 


